red cap tours of tuscany
My name is Lisa Calamai and I Lead
the Red Cap Tours of Tuscany
company. I am your private and
personal driver.
Thanks to my work I have the pleasure
to meet many people and introduce to
them the Tuscan history sharing my
in-depth knowledge.
I love leading people through the
beautiful towns and landscapes of my
land: enjoying the famous hills and
vineyards and olive groves as well as the
artistic and literary treasures of
Tuscany.
Thanks to Red Cap Tours of Tuscany
you will discover the traditional food
and visit famous wineries, where you
can taste the many excellent local wines.
Or go shopping in the best fashion
outlets near Florence.
We will spend great days together!
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private driver & tour guide

www.redcaptours.it
Tours in Tuscany with Red Cap - A Personal Driver
For any further information and for reservations:
ph. - fax: +39 0587 705 384
mob.: +39 347 165 8820
e-mail: lisa@redcaptours.it
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our tours

bolgheri

Step back in time to the Medieval, then zoom ahead to the modern phenomenon of Super Tuscan winemaking in Bolgheri. This is an optimum tour for those who don’t want to spend a lot of time driving.
Tour approximately 8 hours.

pisa - florence

These are among the most popular tourist destinations in Tuscany! Visit those incomparable cities and let the architecture, art and history fill you with appreciation for the creativity, ingenuity
and fortitude of the human spirit. Tour approximately 9 hours.

Extra Features

pisa - lucca

In addition to the tours listed above, our company organizes tours on demand with different destinations.
Red cap is also available for transfer services for all different locations and destinations in Italy.
All tours are private and customizable.
All driver-guides speak English. A driver-guide is knowledgeable about the places you will visit.
They will give running commentaries as you travel from point to point, orient you in each area.
Private local guides are available at an additional cost.

A perfect combination for those wanting a satisfying but shorter tour day. A true jewel, Lucca,
with its handsome architecture and impressive ancient walls, also boasts an excellent culinary
tradition. Or/And Pisa with its Leaning Tower. One of the wonders of the world.
Tour approximately 7 hours.

chianti winery tour & tasting

A trip through the Chianti region a is a unique experience that will engage all your senses: a walk

Livorno - Port

Pisa - Leaning Tower
Florence - Cathedral

Siena - Palazzo Pubblico

amongst the orderly vines and silvery olive groves, the perfume of fermentation in the cellars, complete
with wine tasting! Tour approximately 9 hours.

siena - san gimignano - volterra

Enjoy a day of Medieval wonder in the heart of Tuscany, beginning with a stop at historic Monteriggioni
Castle through to the ancient Etruscans land. Tour approximately 9 hours.

cinque terre

The Cinque Terre are seemingly suspended between sea and sky. Set against lush green hills rising dramatically from the sea, the “Five Lands” will charm you with their colours, landscape and old fishing
villages. Tour approximately 9 hours.

Fashion outlet

A full day out for pampering yourself shopping with the best names in fashion. Tour approximately 8
hours.

